
LIST OF SUSPECTS 

7 required, 2 optional.  All players can be played by either gender.  The guests can opt to wear 
dressy party attire with a Mardi Gras mask and simply designate their character with a name 

tag – instead of following the suggested costumes. 

CHARACTER NAME AND 
OCCUPATION CHARACTER DESCRIPTION SUGGESTED 

COSTUME 

 

PROFESSOR ALEX 
NEWTON 

Biology Professor 

required 

The charismatic Alex Newton is the ultimate absent-
minded professor.  Inquire about science and you’ll be 
blown away with Alex’s intellect.  Inquire about 
anything else, well…s/he is simply average. 

A business suit or 
a lab jacket.  Mardi 
Gras mask as an 

accessory. 

 

SAM CHAWPALOT 

Butcher 

required 

 If you looked up narcissism in the dictionary, Sam 
Chawpalot’s good-looking mug would be plastered by 
the description.  Sam is the friendly, self-loving 
neighborhood butcher with a slight over-exaggeration 
problem.   

Apron and 
butcher’s hat.  

Plastic butcher 
knife as an optional 
prop.  Mardi Gras 

mask as an 
accessory. 

 

DALLAS EWING 

 Tycoon 

required 

 

Dallas Ewing is new to New Orleans, as s/he is on an 
expedition looking for new business opportunities.  
Everyone is growing tired of the media exposing Dallas 
Ewing’s troubles…especially the good people of New 
Orleans!  Egotistical & spoiled are two words that sum 
up this mogul. 

Glamorous evening 
attire.  Money, gold 
and jewels spewing 

out of every 
pocket, etc. 

Elaborate Mardi 
Gras mask as an 

accessory. 

 

MAX CRIMSON 

Celebrity 

required 

 

Max Crimson is the most captivating celebrity you will 
ever see on TV!  On camera, Max is a perfect person – 
ideal in every way – someone you’d love to have as a 
friend.  Off camera, Max is nothing but a lazy couch 
potato with the most outrageous and appalling 
manners you’ve ever seen.  If you are looking for a 
new best friend, avoid Max at all costs! 

Trendy evening 
attire with a non-
toxic marker for 
autographs as an 
optional prop.   
Obnoxious Mardi 
Gras mask as an 
accessory. 

 

ANDI FLOUR 

Pastry Chef 

required 

 

Oh, the delicacies that this boisterous baker can 
create!  Andi Flour is the finest pastry chef in all of 
New Orleans!  When Andi bakes, the sugary aroma 
travels to the edges of town and the townspeople flock 
to the Flour Bakery to get a bite of Andi’s creations. 

Chef’s hat and 
chef’s jacket with 
rolling pin as an 
optional prop.  

Mardi Gras mask 
as an accessory. 



 

MAYOR PAULY 
TISHON 

Mayor  

required 

There are two sides to Mayor Pauly Tishon…and only 
one of them is friendly!  If you have something to offer 
Pauly, s/he’s the nicest mayor, you’ll ever meet.  
However, if you cross Pauly, mean spirits will rise to 
the occasion to greet you.   

Business suit.  Any 
political 

propaganda (i.e. 
vote buttons) as 

optional 
accessories. 
Conservative  

Mardi Gras mask 
as an accessory. 

 

BOBBI PEN 

Hairstylist 

required 

 

Don’t even bother buying a hairstyle magazine if you 
plan to sit in Bobbi Pen’s styling chair, because you 
are in for the one and only cut and style that Bobbi 
knows – a Mohawk!  Unless you are into the 
alternative, trendy lifestyle, don’t make an appointment 
with Bobbi! 

Trendy and 
fashionable outfit.  
Optional to wear a 

Mohawk wig. 
Trendy Mardi Gras 

mask as an 
accessory. 

 

LOU LYALOT 

Criminal Defense 
Attorney 

optional 

‘Liar, liar, pants on fire’ was certainly made up about 
Lou Lyalot.  If freedom is your desire, you want this 
obnoxious criminal defense attorney on your side of 
the courtroom, even if you are guilty of murder!  Lou 
makes ambulance chasers look like peace corps 
volunteers! 

Business suit with 
an obnoxious tie.  

Fake business 
cards as optional 
props. Mardi Gras 

mask as an 
accessory.  

 

PRINCIPAL 
THIBODAUX 

High School Principal 

optional 

Is it Principal Thibodaux or Principal Loony?  Well, the 
latter is what the kids not so lovingly nicknamed this 
administrator at Boudreaux High school.  Teens 
beware: rumor has it that not everyone that is sent to 
Principal Thibodaux’s office makes it back to 
class…ever again!   

Conservative 
business suit.  

Mardi Gras mask 
as an accessory. 

 

For more information about your game, head over to 
http://yourmysteryparty.com/mask 

 

 

http://yourmysteryparty.com/mask

